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Poems are happening all around us  
– when you’re breezing along on your bike seeing 
people, houses, dogs and traffic as they flash by;  
when there’s a possum on the wall at school and 
everyone’s gathered around; or when the seagulls rise 
and fall with each ball bowled at the oval.

Tadpoles in the Torrens is alive with people, 
places and creatures from our everyday lives and 
from the quirky imaginations of poets. There 
are talking dogs, migrating spiders, old horses, 
twisted fairytales, riddles, bike races and 
adventures in the country and city.  

Here are poems by some of South Australia’s 
best children’s writers. Take a dip – let your 
eyes swim like tadpoles over the pages.  
You might just catch yourself writing 
your own poem!
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We 
love 
you

Dedicated to Max Fatchen,  
an inspirational writer, poet and columnist  

who made generations of readers smile.
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Foreword

You know those days when spring has sprung and you 
can feel the sun on your skin?  

Let’s say you are down at the creek, there’s a buzz 
in the air, the smell of moss and damp mushrooms . . . 
So you take off your shoes and wade through the soft, 
fleshy soursobs to the water’s edge.  

The frogs are beep-booping – until you tread on a 
stick! So you drop a plastic bag into the stream to catch 
little black commas, some with legs. Well, you might 
think you’re just at the park or down by the river, but 
you’re actually living inside a poem. 

The poets in Tadpoles in the Torrens have dipped 
their imaginations into the everyday stream of life.  
Their poems are alive and kicking. Some will make 
you squirm like a worm, others will have you biting 
fingernails or laughing out loud. These are poems to 
read at night, after bedtime, with a torch – poems to 
read aloud and to share with friends – poems about 
your place, my place, our Aussie backyard.  

Some rhyme, others don’t, but all of these poems 
sparkle. I hope Tadpoles in the Torrens will inspire you 
to write a poem of your own. It really is easy. Poems 
can be about anything. Go on, have a dip and see what 
words you catch!  

Jude Aquilina
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Stingray

Black
vacuum

of the sea floor,
dark butterfly skating on

the rippled rink of wet sand.
Your velvet cape spreads out then folds in

like the wings of a giant bat, as you follow the light
of our slow net boat. Tangled and thrashing you crash

onto deck fighting for your life. You lose the duel but tattoo
my uncle’s wrist with your poison sword;

And how he wished
he’d
let
you
be.

Jude Aquilina
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A yawn

A yawn is born
from somewhere inside.
A yawn grips your jaws
and forces them wide.
A yawn peels your lips
away from your teeth
and flattens your tongue
to a space underneath.
A yawn wets your eyes
and sets up a groan.
A yawn, once it starts,
won’t leave you alone.
A yawn is a bother,
a yawn is a pain.
It never strikes once –

oh! It’s coming again!

Janeen Brian
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Country sneakers

My red and white sneakers ride on
 skateboards
 scooters
 BMX bikes
 dinghies
 my dad’s fishing boat
 pedal cars when we stay at caravan parks
 and my sister’s pony
 when she pays me $5 to exercise him before a show.

My red and white sneakers run on
 rocks
 cliff tops
   jetties
 winter beaches
 dirt tracks
 and car park concrete
 when mum goes in to town to do the shopping.
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My red and white sneakers can be seen at
 footy matches
 country cricket
 the tadpole pond
 the airport when granny flies in and then out
 agricultural shows – mostly when I’m holding the lead  
  on my sister’s pony
 while she tries to make herself look good (never works)
 before she enters the (bo)ring.

My red and white sneakers have black texta on them
 tamara – crossed out
 annabella – she’s forever!

Jo Chesher
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My toothbrush won’t clean

‘My toothbrush won’t clean’ said Mrs McBean.
‘Throw it away’ said Mr Gray.

‘My stove won’t cook’ said Mrs Brook.
‘Turn it on’ said Mr John.

‘My cheese won’t grill’ said Mrs Pill.
‘Turn up the heat’ said Mr Street.

‘My peach won’t squash’ said Mrs Gosh.
‘Throw it down’ said Mr Brown.

‘My tummy won’t tickle’ said Mrs Pickle.
‘Give it a poke’ said Mr Oak.

‘My hair won’t grow’ said Mrs Snow.
‘Buy a wig’ said Mr Big.

‘My eggs won’t scramble’ said Mrs Campbell.
‘Try them fried’ said Mr Hyde.

‘My telephone won’t ring’ said Mrs Ding.
‘Then get it mended, that would be splendid.’

‘My head won’t spin’ said Mrs Pin.
‘Take it off’ said Mr Goff.

‘I have’ said Mrs Pin, 
‘but now I can’t find it.’

Peter Combe
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Seagulls on the oval

They occupy the deep field,
A great flock of them.
Silver gulls.
No waiting in queues
For seats in the stand.
They fly overland
And settle on the smooth green grass.

When a batsman’s out
The spectators roar
Like waves on a seashore
And the gulls rise,
Swirl in a white cloud
Tossed on the tumult of the crowd
And then settle again
As fades the din.
Silver gulls on smooth green grass …
And the next man’s in.

Max Fatchen
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Hugo climbs trees

Hugo climbs trees …

As soon as he sees
A tree that is right
He’s up out of sight

He just loves to climb
All of the time.

He seeks out a trunk
With the right sort of bump
To pull himself high,
Nearer the sky.
He’s happy in leaves
Just him and the breeze.

He loves hiding in the trees
(Though he’s mindful of bees)
Hugo likes what he sees.
For when he looks down
He sees those on the ground
All talk and run round

While he’s by himself
On the top most shelf
Up in the leaves
Where Hugo believes
Is the best place to be
Quite lost in a tree.
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Above all the chatter
The ‘Oh what’s the matter?’
The ‘Come on, just try it’
When he wants to be quiet.
While others all squawk
He would rather not talk.

So he finds a tree home
To be on his own
Away from the din
A place that’s for him.

Hugo just loves to be
Alone in a tree.

Katrina Germein
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Jelly

Jelly is good for your belly
it’s squidgee and splidgee and icky
it wobbles and goggles and shakes in the bowl
and picking it up can be tricky

it falls off the spoon
and lands with a splat
it will splodge on your T-shirt
and splash on your hat

it oozes and tickles
when you give it a squeeze
and shoots through your fingers
with slippery ease

you can gobble the green
and guzzle the purple
drabble and scrabble
and woof till you burple

and I’ll tell you a secret
in case you don’t know it
when you’re not feeling hungry
it’s great fun to throw it.

Christine Harris




